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1

untitled

(maze of wind)
This song is one of my portraits of
the wind, according to my way of
living through it. It is untitled because
it is ever-changing, shifting as
constantly as the wind does. As such,
it is mostly based on improvisation.
It does not bear, nor try to bear, any
interpretation, happiness or dismay,
nor solace or regret: it just flows, on
the breeze, pretending to be a bird or
a leaf.

2008 and beyond

2

5 or 7 tales from my dreamland

I sometimes have dreamt tunes:
honestly I don’t remember whether
this was one of those; but I do
remember that the composition of
this piece evolved through a series
of stages that felt like chapters of a
single, multi-faceted tale. Here, the
theme that defines the composition is
voyage or, better still, wanderlust—the
transformation that an initial impulse
undergoes as it unfolds.

5–16/5/2014

3

Dreaming of northern forests
Acoustic version
Dedicated to Sergey

Constantly shape-shifting both in
tonality & colour, tempo & texture,
ranging from silence to strong
strumming, this piece is one of many
versions, and it’s again inspired by
nature. It is dedicated to my friend
Sergey (Make like a tree), since I
played it for him on the day we met.

2015
Acoustic version: spring 2017
This version: June 2019

4

Inside & beyond. Incomplete
A mental self-portrait
A kind of partial, abstract selfportrait: it’s in four parts, each one
exploring a different side of the
story. The third part is dedicated to
my dear friend Alessandra, because I
feel it’s in such musical atmospheres
that we met, a long time ago. The
conclusion re-invents the story in
major mode. And in the middle, a
glimpse of the endless melody...

February–March 2018

5

From uncertainty to direction
I
II
III
IV

Wandering through the mist
Like a rock on the shore, you struggle against the waves
A lighthouse, in the distance
The march towards the final battle

22/10 – 7/11, 2014

This piece depicts a very precise
transition, at a particular turning
point in my life. The process
ends with an upward movement,
rising out of the inner turmoil;
the final march, after a moment
of recollection, is there to remind
that the struggle is never over, and
determination is a light that shall
never falter.
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Lullaby for a tired girl

A very old, simple piece, born from
an intense emotion.

25/7/2009
This version: 11/12/2019
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Interprelude

A gradually relaxing process, similar
to the slow break of dawn after
the night. The turning point is the
central mixolydian improvisation: its
effects reverberate slowly until the
end of the song.

24–31/8/2019
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That perfect moment you stood still
Dedicated to Rachel Corrie, with love & determination
Spoken word version
Italian recitations:
Alles ist Eins, Reiner Maria Rilke
Poppies in October, Sylvia Plath
Performed by Valentina Vannelli

28–31/8/2015
Spoken word version: August 2018

I became aware of Rachel’s story
when I was getting involved in music
making with refugees, and it moved
me deeply—it still does. Back in
2003 she was 23, in the Gaza Strip,
standing on the way of an Israeli
bulldozer, trying to prevent the
demolition of Palestinian houses.
She did not move, the bulldozer
did not stop; and thus, she met her
fate. I believe that this unfaltering
determination, able to reach beyond
your own self, is the ultimate act of
faith in life, able to change the world.
And so, this is a lovesong.
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Small ode to the night

This song has never been played
before twilight; not even during its
composition or recording. It was
born inside the night, in its womb,
in its motherly and mysterious
tenderness, and so it shall be.

21/3 – 7/6, 2017
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Recurring events
A study
This piece, almost in a rondò
structure, was conceived as a study
in odd time signatures. I like odd
time changes, and this one is focused
on adding or subtracting one 16th
figure to or from 2⁄4 bars, making
them 9⁄16 bars (or 5⁄8 bars when
adding two 16ths) and similar ideas,
while shifting through different
moods.

October 2017

11

Treetops in the wind

The wind blows over every thing
from the smallest blade of grass to the highest snowy peak
Just like it caresses these leaves
so life flows within me

21/3 & 14–20/8, 2013

Get in touch, download sheet music and tablatures:
alongthewind@palingenesi.it — alongthewind.palingenesi.it
«a work of art is never truly completed, but merely abandoned»
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